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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am here today because as some of you know Kirsten Marie, who is really part of the URGE project, is seriously ill and so unfortunately she can’t be here. So I am here on her behalf.The caption for this section of the workshop is how workers in knowledge organisations are envisaged? How are they expected to perform? How do they actually perform and what new academic subjects are being created? How do these ideas about knowledge workers apply in universities? If academics are, variously, conceived of as in need of strategic leadership, required to produce predetermined (ac)countable outputs, and expected to be self-managing, as well as self-motivated, pro-active and entrepreneurial, what do all these terms mean in policy imaginaries.But the empirical starting point of what I have to say is not university academics, but social workersr in Danish municipalities, where Kirsten Marie and I both did our fieldwork in a project we did together with Sue and others about stress and new forms of government in public sector organizations. The starting point of our enquiry was a paradox. In Denmark we have never been richer, never have so much money been spent on improving our work environment, never have more resources been spent on human management. – And never have more people been suffering from stress related illnesses. Particularly the welfare part of the public sector like social workers and family councellors have been hit hard. In the municipality where I did my fieldwork there was an average sickness absence of 19 days per year.Apparently the interventions and attempts to alleviate stress was not working as expected. – so we wanted to goinvestigate thestrategies of managing and overcoming stress and the assumptions about employees implicit in theses forms of interventon. Kirsten Marie focused on the individual stress management technologies and coping strategies- coaching, mindfullness et cetera. I focused on a particular example of an organisational strategy intrduced to alleviate stress- Lean management.But let me start by putting what I have to say in perspective by showing you this picture. 
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Presentation Notes
There is a context to the project. New Public Management.
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The Luther of 
Management 
Theory  

Peter Drucker (1909-2005): 

 

 ’knowledge work’ and ’Self management’ 

Concept of the Corporation (1954) 

 

 Management by Objectives 

The Practice of Management (1959) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peter Drucker is a key management guru to which we must pay attention to understand the theoretical and ideological bacground of the idea of ’knowledge work’ and ’knowledge workers’. But also to understand the systematic ambiguity that we find is embedded in much management thinking and practice.It was Drucker who claimed that the world moves from ‘an economy of goods’ to ‘ a ‘knowledge economy’. He wrote that managers are having to learn how to engage the minds rather than just control the hands, of their workers. In his book The Concept of the Corporation he argued that knowledge workers should not be dominated or bossed around.Here he argued that ‘management by domination’ should supplanted be ‘management by self-control’ when you deal with knowledge work.knowledge workers should be managed in a particular way and be offered training and education etc.  This softer approach and view of the worker was a direct challenge to Taylors stopwatch theories…..It is in this sense and in his concept of management as self-control that Drucker could be described as the Luther of management theory. Karl Marx wrote abut Luther: “he abolishes man’s outer religiousness by making religious ness his inner soul. He denies the priests outside the layman , because he moved the priest into his heartBut— and this is important— Drucker has also produced another idea, which is prevalent in current management thought. Management by objectives. These ideals might seem contradictory, but they are combined in the idea that management defines the targets and sets the strategy, and then leaves the employees free to accomplish those targets in a way they find suitable.By encouraging and engaging minds in this way you will have a much more committed and productive workforce, argues Drucker.
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Stress among social workers 
 

 

Stress caused by double binds and 
cross pressure. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If one should name one single cause for the stress of the social worker it was  an increasing emphasis on quantity and achievement of measurable results or increasing ’output’ — but with less resources. When she confronted her superior with the problem one  social worker was told by her leader that previously she had been solving her tasks excellently, equivalent to a grade A. In the future the tasks should be solved at a level equivalent to a grade C.  But this leaves employees in a catch. No matter what they do they experienced personal inadequacy and so they found themselves caught in a double bind. The dilemma or cross-pressure is that either you must do your work according to your professional and personal standards, but this is impossible because there is simply no time for it. Alternatively they haddo the work insuffiently, which undermined their personal and professional integrity pride and satisfaction. – In both cases stress was the result.One social worker told Kirsten Marie how she felt great pressure from clients who, because of the strain on resources, had been waiting for a long time for their cases to be decided so that they can get their money. Many social workers explain how hard it is to be abused and blamed by clinets who – iin the social workers view- are frustrated . This pessure was general and is felt to the extent that it became common practice to go to work on weekends. The social workers have emphasised they are short of people, but management refused to hire more people referring to the tax stop.The only rooms for maneuvre left seemed to be the kind of self-exploitative adaptations going to work on sundays and on holidays—  or actually going on sick leave. In fact our material suggest that having a stress diagnosis offered some space for renegotiating the conditions of work. In her work Kirsten Marie 
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Stress intervention 

 Reactive  

 Stress is a consequence of 
work demands exceeding 
the ressources (workload is 
too big). 

 Intervention is directed 
towards changing 
circumstances 

 

 Proactive 

 Stress is an individual 
condition which each 
person must learn how to 
overcome 

 The intervention is about 
teaching the individual to 
change in order to 
overcome stress 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kirsten Marie suggests that we might distinguish between to discourses about stress. One is the discourse which is found in classical work environment discourse as something from the ourside- chemicals for instance, the affects us from the outside. Such a disscourse is of course still relevatn and is expressed in legal frameworks of work environment.But when Kirsten Marie looked at the market for stress interventions it was the proactive ideal-type that dominated.Stress is seen as an individual problem. It is a matter of handling difficult situations. It comes out of her material that the vast majority of the stress intervantions: coaching, mindfullness, different forms of therapeutic measures influenced by positive psychology reflects this view. Through a change of attitude or developmetn of competencese the individual is expected to develop their and overcome stress.The proactive paradigm there is no recognition of conflict between the indivual interests and organisational demands. The problem is pushed back on the individual, who is assumed to have unlimited potentials for growth and development.



The ’proactive’ person 

 Pushes processes of change 

 Thrives in chaos 

 Is Stress-resistent 

 Takes individual 
responsibility for his or her 
life. 

 Is in a procss of eternal 
movement and growth– 
personally and 
professionally 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A procative person is a person who is in control of a situaiton by making things happen instead of just reacting when it has happened. In the organisational psychological literature ’proactivity’ has been described as a favourable personal attribute of the invididual who lives tith and is active in organisaitonal transormations.The proactive person is not afraid of changes, but welcomes changes. It describes the person who is interested in and actively seeks his og her own development and improvement and elicits positive energy.The proactive person is a self-starter a person who sees the glass as half full instead of half empty-The concept is famously used and described as the first of Steven Coveys 7 Habits sof Higlly effective people.This proactive paradigm could also be identified in my fieldwork which focused on another form of stress intervention- Lean. 
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Lean:  Cutting it to the bone 
1) Visualize the Value chain 

 

2) Identify ’waste’ (=muda) 

 

3) Create ’flow’ 

 

4) Pull-base production 

 

5) Create a culture of 
’continuous improvement 
(kaizen)’ 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lean can be traced back to Japan. To the so-called TOYOTA PRODUCTION SYSTEM. This system is claimed to have been invented and developed by a Japanese Production engineer Taichi Ohho,The ideas have since been exported to the rest of the world in various guises such as: JUST IN TIME PRODUCTIONTOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENTSIX SIGMA But it was two British management consultants who packaged rebundled and conceptualised these ideas under the name of LEAN.  Essentially lean is about ’cutting fat’ or eliminating waste. In a car factory ’waste’ can be a number of things: waste of raw materials, spare parts or finished products tying up storage capacity and capital.In the social services waste is predominantly WASTE OF TIME.It is based on 5 principles: To Understand what creates value for the costumers and to visualise or draw up meticulously the ACTUAL steps in the production processIdentify the activities that do not add value to the costumerCreate FLOW in the prduction so that products flow thorugh the production chain with a mininum of stopsMake production orderbased. It should always be the internal or external costumer’s needs tha define what should be produced and when. Moblise the whole organisation witht eh aim of creating a culture change geared towards ‘LØBENDE FORBEDRINGER (KAIZEN) med udgangspunkt i 1, 2, 3 og 4.And it is underscored that this chasing waste should go on indefinately. The message has spread all over the world. Everybody in the manufactruing industries know what Lean is, and most have adopted at least some of the techniques. But lean is not only popular in teh manufacturing industry, but is incressingly used in the public sector in service and administration.It is estimated that over 50% of public instutions in Denmark uses Lean in some form or the other. It should perhabs not come as a surprise that Lean- a body of concepts and techniques from the private manufacturing industry- carries great appeal at at time, when governments all over teh world are continoursly reinventing themselves under New Public Management.The popularity of Lean is reflected in the Danish libraries: 



Dominant discourse 
 Spild 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In every Danish Public library you will find a Dozen books on Lean. They are all programmatic. They all share the premise that Lean is a wonderful idea! They are all heavily normative. They all put in front of you a programme of how to implement a ’lean culture’ in your service or production. They all pay due respect to the Japanese History and draw heavily on the charismatic quality of Japanese concepts like Kanban, Gemba, poke yoke and Kaizen, But apart from that Lean is de-contextualised and circulated as an ’exotic-though-simple-to-use’ management tool. All but one of the dozens of books I found completely and conveniently overlook research about the extensive work environment problems in Japan. Japan is the country with the longest workhours in the world. – In Japan work-related stress is a massive problem. In Japan theres is a word, Karoshi , to designate ’dying from work’.Many social scientists and unions point out that Lean production systems- called ’Oh’no’- production systents by the critics- is very likely to lead to an ’intensification of labour’  rather than increasing job-satisfaction. 



Lean is ’proactive’ 
 

 

”Lean strenghtens positive thinking 
in the organization and creates 
energy” 

 - Søren Søndergaard, KL. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The books are very explicit to demarcate Lean from taylorist management strategies. Lean is different first and foremost because at depends on the employees initiatives.Whereas taylorist production regimes depends on ’domination’- the separation of management and workforce- lean depends on the initiatives of the workers themselves in proposing changes and eliminating waste. But I think that to capture the appeal of lean throughout the Western world it is also necessary to see how it resonates with other cultural ideals. 



Lean culture 
“To go through a Lean diet is not dreadful…[But you need] ‘a 
change of lifestyle’. In return, we promise that the aim is not a life 
as a robot on gruel. Lean is about being slim in a great and fun 
way- and then keep slim, agile and healthy in the future…” 

 

From: Christiansen, T. B., N. Ahrengot, et al. (2006). Lean. Kbh., Børsen. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Mary Douglas pointed out the body is the symbol of the social par excellence. This is a fact that is particular salient in organisations. Just think of the etymological root of the words ORGANISATION and CORPORATION.- But it is a fact used explicitly and extensively by The lean literature and consultants.  Through metaphors  they invite us to bridge our personal, physical body with the organizational body.It is hardly a coincidence that Lean has become very popular across private and public sector at a moment when Fitness is the fastest growing sports in Denmark. Thus lean mamagement acheives plausibility by being connected to broader ideals.. It resonates with Western Middle class ideals of being in the world. Think of the picture that introduced this talk.Fitness and running resonate with a middle class career ethos of chasing future aims and positions. As a form of excercise fitness is TIME EFFICIENT. You can do it by yourself and it lacks the aestehtic or playful components of other forms of sports like soccer or basketball or badminton. Part of the satisfactin fo these forms of excercise derive from the fact that through GPS and heart rate monitors you can plan your excercise meticulously and monitor your progress. But how was lean played out in the particular context:Lean was introduced in the public sector just after the ’structure reform’ and ’quality reform’ and severe budgetary cuts.It was hoped and claimed that by eliminating wasteful procedures you could free up time to do meaningful work.



Lean in the Social 
Services 

 

 

 Kaizen-meetings 

 

 Performance Measurements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social workers wore trained and taken to seminars to learn how to go through a lean process- how to identify waste. Every other wendesday morning the socialworkers gatherede for a kaizen meeting. For 20 minutesThey had to stand up (as you can see in the picture) and suggest waste and ways of improvement.To begin with, there was a lot of enthusiasm. They were used to long meetings, and the new concept suggested someting new and exciting. but it quickly waned.First, to monitor the improvement each social worker had to be measured. The time it took to do the casework was measured.To start with the measurements was to be at departmental level. That is, every month they would collect the data and see how many cases each of the four centres in the municipality had done. In one of the centers whihc did not manage very well in the comparison woth the other centers- some social workers wanted to have measurements brougt to an invididual level. They felt that they performed well and wanted to save their own reputation. So a blame game started. I was reminded of the logic Roger Dale pointed out yesterday. By these measurements a logic of ranking and competition was introduced. Now according to market rationalities, the New Public management rhetoric, competition increases quality and motivates people.But as was very clear from this case competition and comparison also created losers- social workers who talked about their work not being recognised because it couldn’t be measured. 



So, What’s the Problem? 

 

- Counter-productive 
consequences 

- A ’thin’ view of the 
worker 

- Lean fundamentalism 

 

 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measuring and monitoring do not contribute to adding value to he product and thus are clearly examples of ’waste’..At another level it was quite clear that the measurements not only took time but created worry among many of the social workers- who had to spend time defending and expalining and justifying their performances. As Michael Powers has remarked vis a vis the audit culture: The infitnite regress is looming around the corner. – It should be measured if the mesurements are efficient. As some social workers asked: even starting from the premises of lean, from its own very narrow definition ’waste’ it is quite obvious that lean very quickly becomes a waste of time!Lean is built ion a very wimple view of the worker and what drives us in our work lives: it is assumed that competition motivates and that the only real source of satisfaction for the workers is to contribute to cutting waste and contributing to the bottom line. 3 -  Lean comes across as fundamentalist religion. Lean is always right on principle. The tool is perfect. If anything goes wrong it is because of insufficient commitment form employees and managers. In this sense it fits the ‘pro-active’ paradigm. In the idea of continuous improvement- thet waste can be identified indefinately and without costs does resonate with the ideas inherent in the procative ideas tha the individual carries indefinate capacities for develometn and must continusouly develop. I am reminded of Roger Dale’s description of Risk management yesterday when he described it as a form of rationality, which knows no limits. In both cases this is put across as an optimistic message, but my informants had a different view. 



Dissident voice 
”There was some excitement, especially in the 
beginning. As I see it there is a hidden mistrust in all 
this. Lean also means that we have to report and 
document more. We are monitored and measured. 
We need to do a lot of extra paperwork registering 
and so on…[..] We are never good enough! (Stine, 
family councillor). 
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